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The D95+ is a single-use surgical respirator mask. You must be Fit Tested prior to using the D95+ 
surgical respirator mask. 

Please contact your local Network Staff Health Service, Worker Health Team or SAAS fit test 
coordinator or for Regional Networks, your Infection Control Nurse to organise a Fit Test appointment.

Donning and Doffing Instructions

Donning – correctly fitting the D95+ respirator mask

Now, you must perform a fit check 

Doffing – safely removing the mask
1. Practice hand hygiene
2. Without touching the mask, follow 

bands towards FitClip™ and gently 
unhook, keeping tension on the bands.

3. Lean forward maintaining control of the 
band tension, whilst slowly removing 
the mask away from the face.

4. Ensure the mask does not flick forward 
or back onto the face.

5. Discard safely.
6. Practice hand hygiene.

There should be no gaps between the face and mask, providing an adequate seal. Once the mask is applied it should not be 
touched or reapplied.

If you have not achieved a successful fit as instructed above you MUST seek advice from Staff Health or Worker Health Nurse. 
Regional LHN staff will need to contact Infection Control. An incorrectly fitted respirator mask may not provide you with the 
intended level of protection.

*FitClip™ design may vary. 

1. Prior to donning, practice hand hygiene.
2. Ensure you select the correct size D95+ mask that 

you have been fitted for (small, regular or large).
3. Move the Fitclip™ to the band on your preferred 

side for donning*

4. Open the mask, flattening the nose piece.
5. Lean chin into the mask and lift bands toward the 

crown of the head, securing onto the Fitclip™.
6. Adjust mask bands for a secure and comfortable fit.

Fit Check – Must be performed each time a D95+ 
respirator mask is donned.

1. Mould the nose wire securely. Pinch the nose piece 
(angled over the nostril) and drop the jaw gently to 
take the natural shape of the face. 

2. Look left, right, up and down. Ensure there is NO 
movement in the mask at the nose piece.

3. Placing hands above the mask, deeply inhale and 
exhale feeling for escape of air.


